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Capital improvements budget approved

By Gay Washburn
Staff Writer

The SIU Board of Trustees approved the capital improvements budget for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1970, by a 6 to 1 margin Friday.

The dissenting Board member, Dr. Martin Van Brown of Carbon-
dale, was against the package totaling $68,854,210 because it included $500,000 for an underpass of the Illinois Central Railroad at the extension of Mill Street.

Brown was in favor of lowering the railroad tracks rather than running under the tracks. He said IC officials had opposed this solution because of track washouts when heavy rains came. Brown cited figures showing washout to be next to an impossibility.

Another item discussed in the proposed budget was $3,648,000 for the construction of an auditorium for the performing arts on the Edwardsville campus.

The auditorium had been low on the list of priorities and was deleted unanimously.

Included in the first priority section of the budget were items previously approved by the Board of Higher Education for art appropriated by the General Assembly for Fiscal year 1969-70.

Included in this section are a learning resources building, a fine arts addition, a portion of the Agricultural Building and miscellaneous improvements, site development and landscaping funds.

Other priorities justified because of an undersaturation of graduates, enrollments were included in a realignment of capital needs.

They included a General Class-
rooms and Faculty Office Building as part of the complex with Lawson Hall and General Classroom Build-
ings. Air-conditioning of the Agriculture Building, Shryock Auditorium.

Another project included in the proposed buildings already funded was included.

Land acquisition, a service facil-
ties building, site development, the SIU Science Building, the expansion and Morris Library air-conditioning modernization completed the new part of the capital budget.

A switch in priority for a new University Center was also made by the Board. (See story, page 8)

Jones given post
of baseball coach;
Lutz reassigned

By Mike DeDoncker
Staff Writer

Richard C. "Itchy" Jones, a 1960 SIU graduate, Friday replaced Joe Lutz as SIU's head baseball coach for the 1970 season.

Jones' appointment, to July 1, 1970, was approved by the SIU Board of Trustees. Lutz has not resigned.

Chancellor Robert W. MacVicar said Friday, "Lutz has been reappointed as an instructor in the Department of Physical Education. But 'Itchy' is our new baseball coach."

MacVicar explained that Lutz' appointment as head coach was on a term basis that ran out June 30.

"He simply was not reappointed," said MacVicar.

The controversy that apparently led to Friday's ending of Lutz' four-year career in SIU baseball broke in December of 1968, shortly after Lutz was named NCAA coach of the year.

That controversy reportedly involved a personality conflict between Lutz and Donald N. Boydston, SIU athletic director.

Neither Lutz nor Boydston was available for comment Friday. A spokesman for Boydston said he was out of town until Monday. Lutz is currently coaching a Cleveland Indians farm team in Florida.

Lutz' 1968-69 salary was reportedly $16,800, equally divided between teaching and coaching duties. With his coaching duties excluded, Lutz' salary would be cut to $4,600.

However, there seems to be cause for speculation as to whether or not Lutz will stay at SIU at all. Earlier in the summer Lutz was quoted as saying that he would not accept an instructor's position if his appointment as head coach was not reconfirmed.

"Of course, Mr. Lutz does not have any obligation to accept the appointment," said MacVicar Friday.

"We presently do not know whether or not he will accept it."

(Continued on page 8)
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Gus says now he knows who's on first.

Trustees grant self-determined hours for women

By Linda Reisinger
Staff Writer

The SIU Board of Trustees granted Friday self-determined hours for all women between the ages of 18 and 21, with parental consent. Self-determined hours were also granted to all women 21 and over, as has been the current practice.

The new policy, which will go into effect fall quarter, does not restrict any women on the basis of class rank, grade point average or academic or disciplinary standing.

The current closing hours of residence halls, at which time all women without self-determined hours must be in, will remain the same.

Reactions to the policy were almost unanimously favorable.

"I'm pleased that the recommendations of the women's hours committee were approved. It reflects the good work that the committee did in making a very careful study," said Wilbur Moultan, dean of students.

John Evans, dean of University Park, said, "I'm really pleased with this."

Dean Evans commented on possible procedures for carrying out the new policy.

Formerly, the halls were locked at the specified hours, and a security policeman was on duty all night to let in the girls with self-determined hours passes. Now that there will be many more girls with self-determined hours, the Saluki Patrol will have quite a job to explain, it's a very difficult thing for the Security Police to do. It takes a lot of manpower away from other areas," he said.

Evans said he and Helen Rose, dean of Bronn Towers, have suggested having graduate students to be on duty to let girls in after the doors are locked.

"Whether others agree with us or whether the money is available for this, I have no idea. It may get pretty expensive," he said.

Really big show

Big and little kids alike enjoyed the variety show sponsored by the SIU Department of Recreation. Presented on a stage wen-
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Valuable educational area

Proposed dam at Lusk Creek causes squabble

By Linda Reed, Staff Writer

Is Lusk Creek worth a dam? This was the major issue of discussion Thursday night on the proposed damming of Lusk Creek.

Lusk Creek, Staff Officer of the U.S. Forest Service, said the dam would affect the Forest Service's ultimate objective as "to provide services as fully productive and of great services to people...to serve local and national needs.

"To do this, we work on our principles of balance. I agree some lands must be kept as natural as possible," he said. "But," he added, "we believe the proposed recreational area at Lusk Creek is the best thing for the area."

Jerry Chutz, District Ranger of the Vicksburg Ranger District, U.S. Forest Service, said his position is in doing what the people want...and people want water." He cited a survey which indicated the favorite three recreational activities to be water activities.

"We have to turn away people from the recreational elites that have water. Most of our areas without water are not worked to capacity," Roberts added.

Roger Anderson, assistant professor in the Department of Botany, then voiced his opposition to the building.

"When we lose a natural landscape, we lose it forever," he said.

Chutz described the proposed recreational program which will cost a total of $62 million, as being immensely developed for extensive interests.

"The proposed lake would cover 2,400 surface acres, giving 55 miles of shoreline. There would be roads, trails, horseback riding, beaches, overlooks, boating dock, two amphitheaters, a service center and a resort site for primary enterprise. The area would provide 150 family units with running water and flush toilets. 400 acres would be used in wildlife management.

A 400-acre "roughing" area would surround the 400 acre "natural area" around Indian Kitchen, perhaps the most scenic attraction in Lusk Creek. "This would be kept in as natural condition as possible," Roberts added.

Near seasonal temperatures expected in Carbondale area

Did you know that the best cafeteria and the biggest swimming pool also have a dorm? WILSON HALL
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Federal grant received by Crime Study Center

The Center for the Study of Crime, Delinquency and Corrections at SIU, Edwardsville, has been awarded a $30,000 grant to develop educational programs for institutionalized children, according to Robert S. Gilland, director of the center.

The center was granted the award, which will be funded through next February, by the Office of Education, of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The project, called Nationwide Educational Programs for Institutionalized Children (NEPIC), will have as its goal the "upgrading of education in juvenile correctional institutions," said James A. Jacobson, staff member in charge of the program.

According to Jacobson, "most institutionalized children are behind in their education or have been dropped, and do not readily adapt to traditional educational approaches in these institutions."

The long-range goal of NEPIC is to help develop a special educational program which will get away from traditional methods and toward more rehabilitative directions.

The first four months and $20,000 will go toward the actual planning phase of the project. During this time, the staff from SIU, with the help of officials from correctional institutions, school administrators and business groups, will be in the planning stage, a pilot program will be implemented and will be in effect by February of next year.

At that time, after expected positive results, three regional centers to provide resources and technical assistance will be established. The centers will be SIU, the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education at Boulder, Colo., and an unnamed location tentatively scheduled for the East Coast.

This will provide a coordinated network, facilitating a smooth exchange of information, Jacobson stated. The program is a first of its kind for the SIU Center.

Gate Open at 8:00 Show starts at dusk

ENDS TONIGHT

"Chastity"

CHER B. COLOR

-1961 American International Picture

ALSO: "Hells Belles"

MIDNIGHT SHOW

Tuesday, Aug. 18

SAVING ORGATING OF NEW ATTRACTION

SATURDAY ONLY

Separate Admission

Required $1.00 Per Adult

Zero Mostel

Kim Novak

ALL NIGHTER!

THE GREAT BANK ROBBERY

NOW SHOWING Thu: Tues.

Week Days 6:30 & 9:05

Sat & Sun Shows After 8:00 6:45 9:15

FROM THE MAN WHO GAVE THE WEST A NEW FACE WITH "A FIST FULL OF DOLLARS" "FOR A FEW DOLLARS MORE" & "THE GOOD, THE BAD & THE UGLY"

There were three p's for her life. One to take her— one to love her—one to kill her.

Model U.N. prep debate at pod one: destination—moon

A chartered flight service answering requests of prospectives by making reservations for "one of the most dramatic travel experiences.

Trans International Airlines, an affiliate of Transamerica Corporation, is now taking reservations for a trip to the moon—a tour. At headquarters in Oakland, Calif., personnel in the public relations department recently prepared and distributed a travel brochure entitled "Charters to the Moon."

Complete with pictures and sketches, the brochure is a travel guide, like the one you would use to book a passage on a moon flight.

And according to Gary McKinley, director for Rhein Travel, Inc., of Carthage, Mo., the tour is no box.

"Although they have scheduled no flights yet, they are serious about taking reservations," McKinley said.

Included in the booklet are brief descriptions of the tourist. Beneath the picture of your spacious hotel, TIA 949, is a passage which describes not only the space vehicle but also its special appeal of a "moon flight."

"The hotel automatically guides itself en route to the moon by taking photographic .fixes on the stars and on the moon."

Model U.N. prep debate set at SIU Aug. 18-22

High school seniors from all over the state will take part in a Model United Nations debate program at SIU, Aug. 18-22.

The seniors, numbering 40, assumed the role of delegates of various countries, explained James D. Darrell, coordinator of Adult Education in the Division of Technical and Adult Education. "This is a leadership training program for high school seniors. They will be trained in the mechanics of United Nations debates, " he said.

Darrell explained that each representative from a country to represent before the General Assembly one boy and one girl are assigned to each country. They are also provided with the addresses of the permanent ministry of the country they represent. It is then the responsibility of each student to write to this ministry and obtain information about the political, social and economic views of their respective countries.

When the delegates arrive they meet with their co-representatives, and all are given two major topics to be debated. The two major topics to be discussed at SIU will be Middle Eastern Problems and the Biafra Problem.

Beginning Monday the delegates will meet in parliametary style and hear the presentation of various arguments of government officials debate various resolutions as representatives of their country would.

At the end of the week a formal dinner will be held at which the parents of the participants are invited.

Have a Good Nite's Sleep to Chicago

Now the IC offers the comfort & convenience of a set-out sleeper on the Panama Limited

You can board at 10:15 p.m. and retire to your sleeping quarters either roomette or double bedroom. At 12:15 p.m. your car will be under the North-bound Panama. While sleeping you can enjoy a hearty breakfast in the diner and arrive refreshed and relieved in Downtown Chicago.

THERE IS NO EXTRA CHARGE — REGULAR SLEEPING CAR RATES PREVAIL

have a GooD NITE'S SLEEP TO	CHICAGO
Letters

Nationalism?

To the Daily Egyptian:

Mike Enel, disguised veterans, illustrates the fact that the spirit of nationalism lives not only on the SIU campus but all over the nation. The disease is not spread by groups like the SDS. Rather, it is spread by the so-called Nationalists. The symptoms are an irrational hatred of the foreigner, a flag and a blind adoration of a nation, instead of a concern for people. If Enel would listen to the history of mankind he would see that glorification of the nation as an idea in a country is really the height of ignorance. This glorification destroys communication, which in turn destroys understanding—and understanding is the key to man’s survival.

Enel professes a belief in the freedom of the press, the freedom of speech, etc.—but not for those who don’t fit his concept of what an American should be. Enel haschosen himself as a god, sitting in judgment.

Get off your goofy pedestal, Enel. There is no important flag that a man is under, or what type of clothing he wears, or even a physical condition he is in. What is important is that men attempt to communicate with each other on a rational and logical basis, and you fail miserably. It is important that men try to understand the concept of a flag. If you failed to do that, Enel. Rather than get sick, spend your time communicating by trying to understand. Become a part of the peaceful solution.

John O'Brien

(Veteran who's learned)

Vietnam soils U. S. uniforms

The war in Vietnam is a greater disgrace to "our honored military uniform" than all the SDS members could ever be. Many years ago we should have packed up all M-16's, helicopters and generals and left Vietnam. But we didn't. We stayed to fight a brutal and immoral war in defense of a rotten regime and against a population that justly hates us.

Now every time a B-52 drops its bombs and every time a village is burned or a prisoner tortured, muck is smeared on the American military uniform and the nation which that uniform represents. Maybe, Mr. Enel, that is why military recruiters "have to be hidden behind closed doors." Their uniforms are dirty.

One asked thought: Mr. Enel, I don't think SDS is Communist-inspired—infuenced maybe, but not inspired. I think it is an inspired organization when they refer to clothing, the way they refer to third-hand Marxism, SDS is now little more than a noisy and noisy would-be revolutionaries ready to peddle the written trash to the many who sit who cares to put pen to paper.

Loren van Abbea

Baralt: gentleman of courage

To the Daily Egyptian:

Luis Baralt, visiting professor in the Departments of Foreign Languages and Philosophy at SIU, died in Carthedral: July 18 at the age of 77. Two days earlier he had experienced symptoms of an imminent heart attack but characteristically went on to teach a class before returning to his home on Union Hill for the last time. He died as he had lived, doing what he thought was right and helpful with thought of self.

Slightly body, powerful in spirit, Luis Baralt lived a life marked by tragedy, by seeing his Cuban homeland delivered over to Communist tyranny, a life that also was filled with friendship, with the joy of living and of serving his fellow men, the kind of life most of us might well envy.

His mother, an American lady who was one of Cuba's first women graduates in Liberal Arts, learned Spanish so well that she customarily wrote to her children in that language although all of them were bilingual in English. She had known Jose Marti in New York and she recorded her recollections of him in "El Marti que yo conoci.

Baralt married, Illian Modoro, a graduate of the University of Havana's School of Architecture, Illian designed the Baralt's home on Union Hill. The Baralts had three sons, Two of them live in the United States, Luis Jr., the eldest, one-time Cuban ambassador to Canada, represents an American firm in Mexico.

Luis Baralt was an educator who also was an educated man. He would have been embarrassed to be called an "intellectual," but his studies and his interests crossed disciplinary lines and he asked out his theories and his principles in the world outside the campus. He was a philosopher, an essayist, a linguist. He became dean of the Faculty of Philosophy and Letters at the University of Havana. He also served briefly as minister of education, and retired in 1936 to the study of Spanish literature, which is worth remembering: "Lo corto no se quita valor. Courtesies and compliments to other words. Luis Baralt had both quite. He was a gentleman man of courage. His career was a career ofservice. He left his country an exile. Unlike his father he was never to return, but he honored him with a visiting professorship and Baaalt rewarded SIU with nearly nine years of dedicated and disintersting service. He is missed by his many friends and students and by many other persons in Cuba and other countries as well, who have been proud to call him friend.

Willard L. Beadle
New law provides a yardstick

By John Day

Credit buying is being measured by a new yardstick. It's the truth-in-lending law to simplify credit transactions for the average borrower.

The federal truth-in-lending law will require lenders to tell their customers how much the credit will cost them in readily comparable terms, regardless of the type of credit involved.

Sen. Paul Douglas conceived the idea in 1960. He thought interest rates could be deceptively high. If a lender was quoting a 1 1/2 per cent a month finance charge, he reasoned, the customer should be told that credit is actually costing him 18 per cent a year.

Then the truth-in-lending idea was born in 1960. For seven years, the bill reared in committee, finally to be revived by Rep. Leonor Sullivan, D-Mo., in 1967. The bill was passed and signed into law in May, 1968.

Some nine years after Douglas originally brought the idea forth, it took effect on July 1.

The law takes some of the mystery and folklore out of credit. Previously, it was possible to calculate interest in a variety of ways, leaving the consumer to figure out how much the loan was actually costing him.

Double the rate

A lender could start with a low interest rate, make some calculations, add a few service charges and nearly double the rate. The change from a low apparent rate to a much higher actual rate is obvious in the installment loan.

A $1,000, 7 per cent add-on loan—your get $1,000 and repay $1,140—financed over two years would carry an annual percentage interest rate of 12.91 per cent under the new law.

On the same loan, but with the interest figured on the unpaid balance only, the rate would be 8 1/2 per cent.

To translate interest into dollars and cents, an 8 1/2 per cent rate means the customer is paying $8.25 a year per $100 of borrowed cash that he is actually using.

No matter what method the lender elects to use, to figure his finance charge, the new law will require him to convert the charge into standard annual percentage rate. The law hopes to eliminate some of the confusion and deception that has plagued shopping for credit, a study by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston did not support the hope.

Massachusetts has had a truth in lending law for two years. The Federal Reserve study showed the law did little to eliminate credit shopping.

The new law sets no limits on credit costs, although the Illinois usury law does provide some limits.

Nearly all forms of consumer credit are included in the truth-in-lending law. Charge accounts, loans, installment contracts and home mortgages are included.

Before a loan is actually consummated, the lender is required to give the customer the following information:

—Amount of the finance charge;
—The finance charge expressed as an annual percentage interest rate, or a finance charge per $100 of advances;
—Information, depending on the type of credit involved.

The law also prohibits many forms of credit General statements such as "Charge account involved" are allowed. A statement like "take two years to pay" would be disallowed unless the advertisement also included a complete rundown on the cost of the credit.

The Federal Reserve Board is in charge of the development of regulations to implement the law. The Board has issued Regulation Z, which sets forth the mechanics of complying with the law.

In Southern Illinois, the man directly responsible for interpreting Regulation Z is Gerald T. Dunn, vice president for the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

Dunn told the Daily Egyptian that evidence indicates truth-in-lending is progressing about as smoothly as can be expected.

"There are nine agencies involved in administering the law," he said, "and it will be several months before we can determine the full effect of the law."

Generally, banks and savings and loan associations will be regulated by the agency which is responsible for their annual bank examination. Airlines will be regulated by the Civil Aeronautics Board, truckers and railroads by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and nearly all other loans— including most charge accounts—fall under the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission.

The law provides that where there is a truth-in-lending law which is adequate to truth-in-lending laws may assume administration from the federal government.

Twilight zone

In Illinois, efforts are being made to permit the attorney general's office to assume control of truth-in-lending. Bills to upgrade Illinois consumer protection were passed by the General Assembly in its most recent session. Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie is expected to sign them into law in the near future.

No one, however, is making any predictions when the law will take place.

"We're in a kind of twilight zone right now," is the way Gerald T. Mayberry, assistant attorney general in the consumer fraud division, described the current situation.

"Basically, our law will have the same provisions as the federal statute. But we expect some amendments may be necessary before we can assume administration of truth-in-lending in Illinois," Mayberry said.

In the meantime, Illinois consumers can expect double protection—lenders will be required to disclose under both state and federal laws.

Despite the provisions of truth-in-lending, there is some doubt that consumers will be protected against many forms of fraud.

"The big thing will remain to know whom you are dealing with," Mayberry said. "Don't sign any blank contracts and be certain to read what you are signing."

The law will not protect those who are victimized for failing to read the disclosure documents.

"There is still no substitute for careful buying," Mayberry added.

Lou Ann Dorothy, staff attorney at the Jackson County Legal Service Bureau in Carbondale observed that truth-in-lending will not protect people from overbuying.

In her opinion, this is the chief cause of credit problems.

"Lower income families will continue to buy on the basis of the size of the monthly payments, rather than on what it is costing them," Mayberry observed.

The truth-in-lending law provides, however, a significant provision to protect the consumer from fraud, Mayberry said.

If the contract includes any type of lien or real property, the borrower will receive written notice of the lien. He then has three business days in which to rescind the transaction.

Mayberry believes this will help prevent consumers from being trapped into unfair contracts which jeopardize their investment in their homes or other real property.

Enforcement of the new law doubles will not be an easy job for the nine agencies responsible. The Federal Trade Commission, which is responsible for the largest number of transactions, can not rely heavily on sampling. Banks and other regulated agencies can probably expect closer scrutiny, however because they are audited regularly.

Individual consumers will also provide control. The law provides that the borrower is entitled to recover twice the finance charges in the event the law is not complied with. Attorney's fees and court costs are also included in the award.

Truth-in-lending remains a young institution, easy prey for crassness and greed. The law is complex, and the regulations which implement it equally challenging.

The next year should provide some evidence in helping to assess the worth of truth-in-lending.
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SIU to ask for inauguration of new curriculums

SIU will ask the State Board of Education for permission to inaugurate new curriculums leading to a specialisation in education and psychology and to a master of arts in education and psychology.

Approval by the SIU board of trustees of recommendations submitted by the SIU Graduate Council and the dean of the Graduate School paved the way for action by the state board.

In going to the specialisation's certificate would be offered jointly by the Department of Guidance and Educational Psychology in the College of Education and the Department of Psychology in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, effective immediately.

It was pointed out that only about one-third of the personnel needed for psychological services for handicapped children is available in Southern Illinois, and the proposed program is designed to give necessary training to meet this need to persons already serving in similar capacities or to a master's level in psychology or related fields.

The proposed master's program in linguistics would be offered by the Department of English as an extension of the existing Master of Arts in English as a foreign language program. The master's program would be devoted to the scientific study of languages and the analysis of language characteristics.

The faculty already established in the English Department, supplemented by Illinois National Guard officers in Anthropology, Foreign Language, and Speech, are preparing to offer this curriculum. It was pointed out to the board.

The trustees also approved a recommendation that the new master's in residence also be approved by the Board of Immigration and Metropolis Affairs.

Arthur Winston was named visiting professor of journalism for the fall quarter.

Reassgnments of staff and faculty included James E. Brown, professor in humanities at Edwardsville, to serve as executive dean for academic affairs Harvey C. Rabe. Carbondale, to serve as chairman of secretarial and business education.

Small wonder: can be seen at
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SIU TRUSTEES APPROVE FIVE SIU APPOINTMENTS

Staff and faculty appointment for the Spring semester and Edwardsville campuses were approved by the SIU Board of Trustees, meeting here Friday. Most of the new appointments are effective Sept. 24, start of the fall term.

Tompkin, administrative assistant to the vice-president, was named professor in the Social Science Division, Edwardsville. Co-asor of three books, he has served at Pennsylvania State University. He took his master's degree in educational administration at the University of Wisconsin.

Peter Ulva was appointed professor and chairman of the education department at the University of Kentucky and has served at the University of Pittsburgh and the University of Massachusetts.

Nicholas A. Masters, a native of Carbondale, was named professor in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Division, Edwardsville. Co-author of three books, he has served at Pennsylvania State University. He took his master's degree in psychology and education at the University of Wisconsin.

The trustees also approved the appointment of a new professor of English, Mr. Peter Oliva was appointed to the position.

The trustees also approved the appointment of a new professor of English, Mr. Peter Oliva was appointed to the position.

New policy for women 18-21

(Continued from page 1)

Linda Obreceth, assistant registrar, countered that Ms. Smith, said she was "pleased" with the change.

She said, "I had mixed emotions about hours at first. But then this summer I was in charge of discipline, and I felt I could be doing something more constructive than keeping track of late minutes and illegal overnights."

Phyllis Bottin, resident counselor at Neely, said: "I also think it's important that women determine their own hours. It could be a good learning experience."

Tom Bevitt, administrative assistant to the vice-president, said, "I'm pleased that there is some change, but student government approves of no hours for all women, regardless of parental consent."

There will be continuing re- search "to evaluate the whole effect," according to Chancel- lour MacVicar. "I'm pleased with the change, but it would be a mistake if we did not study its results," he said.

Until definite guidelines for carrying out the new policy are determined, resident fellows can only wonder how the change will affect their work and disciplinary procedures.

All of the resident fellows contacted were certain it would lighten their job in some way. Their comments can be summed up in the word, uttered by a resident fellow returning to Neely in the fall: "Worth?" she asked.

Ramada Inn liquor license approved at special meeting

The Carbondale City Council approved a liquor license for the new Ramada Inn dur- ing a special meeting Friday.

Mayor David Keene said he would bring the application directly to the City Council because the Liquor Advisory Board has decided to approve applica- tions for motels and restaurants if the owners are well known.

The owners were listed on the application as Gordon Parrack, Ralph Gray and Wil- liam Badisick Sr.

The meeting was called for Friday because the owners wanted to be open in time for the DuQuoin State Fair par- ticipants. The fair opens Aug. 23.

Fort indicted

CHICAGO (AP) — The Cook County Grand jury just returned indictments against Jeff Fort, reputed leader of the 

"pack," and 16 and 17 other reputed gang members Friday morning charging them with crimes ranging from attempted murder to extortion.

Edward V. Hanrahan, state's attor- ney, said the indictments brought to 144 the number of people charged after members charged by the grand jury since he declared a war on gangland in 1952.

Fort, 22, and two other reputed gang members, Edmond Nation leaders, A. D. McChristi- an, 21, and Charles Davis, 23, were charged in one indictment with attempt- ed murder, a charge that did not apply to the other two.

The indictment said the trial was of the war with Vietnam veteran July 14 because they considered the victim's "continuing community agitation activities to be a threat to gang recruitment.
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SIU Public Affairs Bureau explains government needs

For an almost assured job, becoming an assistant city manager, is the work this year at least shushed at SIU.

The report is a project of

The City of Edwardsville for the Public Affairs Research

For the Illinois Board of Higher \n
The survey revealed many shortages of professional, admin-

 workplace needs of local governments, now and in 1979. However, the report will use the results for planning.
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SIU’s capital budget request

reduced by board of trustees

A reduction of $3,668,000 in SIU’s capital funds bud-

get request for 1970-71 was voted Friday by the Uni-

versity’s board of trustees.

The board, reviewing its ac-

tion taken in July to meet the budgetary deadline, de-

ecided to remove all items dealing with a proposed Am-

phitheater for the Performing

Arts, at the Edwardsville

Campus, and increased the

original request had called for $500,-

000 for the original preparation, $168,000 for planning, and $3,000,000 for construction. At the suggestion of Trustee

Martin Van Brown, the board voted to give a higher price to construction of a golf course at the Carbondale Course,
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Old and new

Richard "Ishby" Jones (right) replaced Joe Lutz as SIU's head baseball coach following his appointment by the SIU Board of Trustees. Jones' appointment ended a four-year term as head baseball coach for Lutz.

Conference forming

SIU to affiliate

By Mike DeDoncker
Staff Writer

SIU's Board of Trustees approved in principle a conference-type affiliation of the Carbondale campus with four other midwestern universities Friday.

The purpose of the conference would be mutual assistance in the broad area of academic work, public service, research and intercollegiate relations in athletics.

"It has been my view," said SIU President Delmyte W. Morris at the meeting, "that it is not in SIU's best interests to affiliate with schools in relationship for the single purpose of athletics.

"Consequently, we have sought affiliation in the academic and research areas.

Chancellor Robert W. MacVicar said joint programs in research and academic work would be as beneficial to the five schools as sports affiliation.

Final approval awaits inspection of a proposed charter for the organization. Proposed members of the group were not announced, pending similar action by the governing bodies of the other schools.

However, Chancellor Robert W. MacVicar said at the meeting that "all of the other four schools are state universities within the states of Indiana and Illinois and all are comparable in size and scope to SIU."

Speculation in the past few months has indicated the formation of a conference including Northern Illinois, Illinois State, Indiana State, Ball State universities along with SIU. According to spokesmen for Indiana State and Ball State those four universities fit the description given by MacVicar.

"There are many advantages to SIU at Carbondale through affiliation with a group of comparable midwestern institutions," said MacVicar.

"It is obvious that our athletic program, especially football, will benefit from a conference membership."

"Of even more importance, however," said MacVicar, "are the benefits to be derived from mutual support programs in all other areas of institutional concern. I'm sure the academic program at Carbondale will benefit from a student exchange system such as that practiced in the Big Ten Conference.

Golf course proposed

The SIU Board of Trustees approved upgrading the priority of constructing a golf course at the Carbondale campus in the capital improvement budget request for 1970 Friday.

Dr. Martin Van Brown, Carbondale, said the golf course, which would be for the students, would be ready for use in four years but never overgrown. He said funds from SIU's auxiliary enterprises could be used.
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